An improved metaphase index assay for detecting thyroid growth stimulators using FRTL-5 thyroid cells cultured on a microtitre plate.
The metaphase index assay (MIA) for thyroid growth stimulators, as originally described, used FRTL-5 thyroid cells cultured in Bellco culture chambers and glass microscope slides. The metaphases were observed using the nuclear strain aceto-lacto orcein. However the surface properties of the glass proved to be variable and so polystyrene microscope slides were substituted. The aceto-lacto orcein stain was found to be unsuitable for use with polystyrene because of the solvents and mountant used. Therefore combinations of various other nuclear stains and mounting media were tested. The Giemsa stain, which was found to be the most satisfactory, could be applied to FRTL-5 cells maintained on the large variety of plastic supports now available for tissue culture, e.g., 96 well microtitre plates. This permitted the design of an MIA which is much more convenient, robust and economical in its use of clinical samples. The results with seven IgG preparations derived from the sera of patients with a variety of thyroid disorders are presented. In its revised form, the metaphase index assay provides a rapid screening assay for thyroid growth stimulators, such as autoantibodies and TSH.